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WHAT IS DOCCOMPLY®?
We are the all‐in‐one solution for Practice Management, Electronic Medical Records
& Billing. DocComply® simplifies and streamlines the clerical end of your practice as
well as the clinical one. We can save you money, but we can also help you stay
focused on your practice.
From patient billing and HIPPA compliance to automated coding assistance,
DocComply® helps with every aspect of your practice's workflow and all from a
central location.

FEATURES
DocComply® is the solution for your multi‐faceted practice. From the front office to
the physician's desk, see what DocComply® can do for you.
Increased Efficiency »
• Save on transcription costs and free your staff to focus on more productive jobs.
DocComply®’s Practice Management features work for you.
• Voice recognition, insurance card scanning and automated referral tracking are just a few ways in
which DocComply® smoothes your front‐office operations.
Reduce Denials »
Time is money. DocComply® saves you both. With a single point of data entry, Medicare correct coding edits and
HIPAA compliance, DocComply® is the solution for more efficient billing and fewer claims rejections.
Accessible Records »
Forget about file cabinets. With DocComply®, patient records are stored electronically for easy access from any
location. And if you happen to like paper, scan it on in! Document imaging is just one of the features which make
DocComply® the solution for more organized record keeping.
Easier Documentation »
DocComply®'s automated features simplify documentation of patient encounters. Documenting has never been
easier than with voice and hand‐writing recognition, point and click, favorites you can create and store with the
click of your pen or mouse and with the use of voice macros and templates.
You help your patients. We help you »
DocComply® streamlines your office so you can focus your energy on the what matters most ‐‐ your patients.

To learn more or to schedule a demo | TOLL FREE 866 ‐ 463 ‐ 2455
info@doccomply.com | www.doccomply.com
DocComply® Copyright © 1999‐2012
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SO WHY CHOOSE DOCCOMPLY® MEDICAL BILLING SERVICES?
With DocComply® Billing Services, you are our first priority »
Your practice will be assigned a personal Account Representative who will provide professional, first‐rate
service. Our courteous staff is well‐versed in coding and has an average of eight years of medical billing
experience. We are constantly keeping up to date with changes in codes, coding, specialties and insurances to
optimize your revenue.
Our services provide an increase in efficiency and payments»
Daily claims submittal results in faster carrier payouts. Additionally, we provide polite but effective follow‐ups
with insurances and patients.
By placing your billing with DocComply® you're saving time, money and space»
Your physical records will leave your office, but in no way do we become a barrier between you and your
information. Access all of your records at any time without any restrictions.

We're billers, not gatekeepers.
With DocComply®, you're guaranteed total transparency = total control

We are proud members o f the American Medical Billing Association

To learn more or to schedule a demo | TOLL FREE 866 ‐ 463 ‐ 2455
info@doccomply.com | www.doccomply.com
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ELECTRONIC MEDICAL RECORDS
DocComply®'s features provide for thorough documentation of the patient encounter that can be accessed
anywhere. Here are some features:
Flexible EMR\EHR »
Eliminate costly and time consuming transcription. With DocComply®, documentation is made easy and is
flexible with your options of using speech and hand‐writing recognition, point and click, favorites, voice macros,
and templates. You never have to choose just one! Save time and be detailed all at once.
Prescription Writing »
DocComply®'s automated prescription module facilitates prescription writing and allows for electronic refills.
Letter Writing »
Automatically generate letters to referring physicians based on the EMR created in DocComply®. Save money
and time by providing your patient with a referral letter before they leave the office.
Flow Sheet »
Track vitals, test results and all important patient data using the Flow Sheet.
Report Generation »
DocComply® automatically generates a variety of reports to keep information at
your fingertips. DocComply® allows for the generation of flow sheets and
'Executive Reports' which include:
•
•
•
•
•

Financial reporting capability for accounts receivable
Patient aging
Insurance company receivables
A daily services report
Display of services performed by date and E&M code

Document Management »
All paper reports and documents can be scanned into the patient record;
minimizing the amount of paper in your office.
Medical History »
Access your patient’s medical history quickly and easily; anytime, anywhere from
your tablet or PC.
Interfaces with Labs and Machine »
Send requisitions to labs and receive results through DocComply®. Creating a true electronic patient record.
Machine results can be outputted into the flow sheet or directly into the patient chart.
To learn more or to schedule a demo | TOLL FREE 866 ‐ 463 ‐ 2455
info@doccomply.com | www.doccomply.com
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WHY CHOOSE DOCCOMPLY® BILLING SERVICES?
Benefits of Outsourcing »
Clerical efficiency and productivity are essential parts of every practice. These are important not only in relation
to profit margins. The level of clerical efficiency also carries over into the quality of medical care which can be
provided to patients.
Money saved by increasing efficiency in the office can be applied to purchasing and implementing the latest
medical technology. One way to streamline operations is to eliminate in‐house billing.

See an increase in productivity with DocComply® Billing Services.
DocComply® is the total solution for the physician who wants to help as many patients as possible.
Let our professional and courteous billing staff save you time and money so you can do just that.

Streamline your office operations, cut costs and dedicate more time to other important tasks. DocComply®
Billing Services provide a wide array of benefits:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reduce office paperwork
Free funds to purchase the latest medical technology
Decrease errors and rejections
Eliminate backlogs of un‐submitted claims
Increase cash flow
Utilize office space for medical purposes
Reduce call volume

We are proud members o f the American Medical Billing Association

To learn more or to schedule a demo | TOLL FREE 866 ‐ 463 ‐ 2455
info@doccomply.com | www.doccomply.com
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A CLOSER LOOK: The Receptionist Desk
Save thousands of dollars every month. With DocComply®, the clerical aspects of your office
are streamlined, saving you time and money.
DocComply® is the seamless solutions which can enhance reimbursements reduce overhead
costs and improve collections. Here's how:

PRACTICE MANAGEMENT FEATURES
DocComply®'s Practice Management features assist with scheduling, billing and everything in
between.
Scheduling & Registration »
See who didn't show up for an appointment, who did, and who wants to. With DocComply®, scheduling
information is a point and click away. Here's a closer look at some features:
Insurance Card/Driver’s License Scanning and Reading Scan in insurance cards and drivers licesnes and let our
system read them for you so you have to type less! Scanning cards provides easy access to insurance cards
whenever needed—no more hard to read and time consuming photo copies!
Patient Tracking Always know where patients are in the office from the moment they walk in until they are
checked out with our patient tracking system. Even analyze average time patients are spending at the office to
help determine how to minimize wait times, check in and out times and spend quality time with patients while
seeing more of them.
Single Point of Data Entry Reduce errors and save time with a simple, one‐point data entry system
Capture of Missed Appointments Automatic alerts prevent missing patients from slipping through the cracks
Recalling Patients for Future Appointments Quickly track patients who have not scheduled follow‐up
appointments, annual exams and immunization and schedule them to come in
Patients to Call List Make sure no one gets forgotten with an automatically updated Patient to Call list
Automated Tracking and Counting of Referrals Eliminate tedious and time consuming referral documentation
Case tracking Never lose important insurance information
Patient Balances Improve patient collections with quick and easy access to patient balances
Electronic Refills of Previously Approved Prescriptions With automatic prescription renewal, patients spend less
time in the physician's office and are out the door quickly
To learn more or to schedule a demo | TOLL FREE 866 ‐ 463 ‐ 2455
info@doccomply.com | www.doccomply.com
DocComply® Copyright © 1999‐2012
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